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Aftermath of World War II Among the causes can be mentioned the rapid normalization of political relations
between former Axis powers and the western Allies. After the war, the major powers were determined not to
repeat the mistakes of the Great Depression , some of which were ascribed to postâ€”World War I policy
errors. The Marshall Plan for the rebuilding of Europe is most credited for reconciliation, though the
immediate post-war situations was more complicated. Institutional arrangements[ edit ] Institutional
economists point to the international institutions established in the post-war period. Structurally, the victorious
Allies established the United Nations and the Bretton Woods monetary system , international institutions
designed to promote stability. This was achieved through a number of policies, including promoting free trade
, instituting the Marshall Plan , and the use of Keynesian economics. US Council of Economic Advisers[ edit ]
In the United States, the Employment Act of set the goals of achieving full employment, full production, and
stable prices. It also created the Council of Economic Advisers to provide objective economic analysis and
advice on the development and implementation of a wide range of domestic and international economic policy
issues. In its first 7 years the CEA made five technical advances in policy making: Japan and West Germany
caught up to and exceeded the GDP of the United Kingdom during these years, even as the UK itself was
experiencing the greatest absolute prosperity in its history. In France, this period is often looked back to with
nostalgia as the Trente Glorieuses , or "Glorious Thirty", while the economies of West Germany and Austria
were characterized by Wirtschaftswunder economic miracle , and in Italy it is called Miracolo economico
economic miracle. Most developing countries also did well in this period. Belgian economic miracle Belgium
experienced a brief but very rapid economic recovery in the aftermath of World War II. Economic growth in
the period was accompanied by low inflation and sharp increases in real living standards. This contributed to
the start of deindustrialisation in Wallonia and the emergence of regional economic disparities. The economic
growth occurred mainly due to productivity gains and to an increase in the number of working hours. Indeed,
the working population grew very slowly, the " baby boom " being offset by the extension of the time
dedicated to study. Productivity gains came from catching up with the United States. Among the "major"
nations, only Japan had faster growth in this era than France. The service sector grew rapidly and became the
largest sector, generating a large foreign-trade surplus, chiefly from the earnings from tourism. Italian
economic miracle The Italian economy experienced very variable growth. In the s and early s the Italian
economy boomed , with record high growth-rates, including 6. This rapid and sustained growth was due to the
ambitions of several[ quantify ] Italian businesspeople, the opening of new industries helped by the discovery
of hydrocarbons, made for iron and steel, in the Po valley , re-construction and the modernisation of most
Italian cities, such as Milan, Rome and Turin, and the aid given to the country after World War II notably
through the Marshall Plan. Japanese economic miracle A transistor radio made by Sanyo in Japan emerged as
a significant power in many economic spheres, including steel working, car manufacturing and the
manufacturing of electronics. Japan rapidly caught up with the West in foreign trade, GNP, and general quality
of life. The high economic growth and political tranquility of the mid to late s were slowed by the quadrupling
of oil prices in The United States pressured Japan to remedy the imbalance, demanding that Tokyo raise the
value of the yen and open its markets further to facilitate more imports from the United States. The nation
ranked in the top 15 most prosperous countries. However, the growth slowed and ended by , as the
Khrushchev regime poured resources into large military and space projects, and the civilian sector languished.
While every other major nation greatly expanded its service sector, that sector in the Soviet Union medicine,
for example was given low priority. Record years Sweden emerged almost unharmed from World War II, and
experienced tremendous economic growth until the early s, as Social Democratic Prime Minister Tage
Erlander held his office from to Sweden used to be a country of emigrants until the s, but the demand for
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labor spurred immigration to Sweden, especially from Finland and countries like Greece, Italy and
Yugoslavia. Urbanization was fast, and housing shortage in urban areas was imminent until the Million
Programme was launched in the s. United Kingdom[ edit ] The national debt of the United Kingdom was at a
record high percentage of the GDP as the war ended, but was largely repaid by A speech by UK Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan [30] captures what the golden age felt like, even before the brightest years which
were to come in the s. Let us be frank about it: Go round the country, go to the industrial towns, go to the
farms and you will see a state of prosperity such as we have never had in my lifetime â€” nor indeed in the
history of this country. Unemployment figures [31] show that unemployment was significantly lower during
the Golden Age than before or after: Epoch Percentage of British labour force unemployed.
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Until then, the structure ad agencies put account managers were at the helm; bringing in the clients was
priority number one. In the s, however, the power structure in the agency would move from account executive
to the creative department. By looking at the changes that took place in the marketing strategies of these
products, the creative revolution is made very clear. In addition, the two largest figureheads of the creative
revolution, Bill Bernbach and David Ogilvy are profiled, and their contributions to the world of advertising are
outlined. Among the reasons for the creative revolution are Ogilvy and Bernbach, evolving technology in
photography, widespread adoption of TVs in households and a more educated public demanding higher
quality in advertising. Each time it was the same thing. Even that in most cases was not photographed but
illustrated â€¦ with a stupid caption. I had more and more presentations. I was desperate, I told Arthur
[Stanton] this is just impossible, we need an agency that fits our product. The fifties had established
advertising and marketing as an important factor in sales and profits. Both advertisers and their critics were a
little wide-eyed to discover that there could be a certain science to motivation and selling, and that, taken in
groups, people were somewhat predictable. In , Fortune Magazine published a statistic that the total volume of
advertising in the U. And unfortunately they talk the best game. They know all the rules. They can tell you
that people in an ad will get you greater readership. They can tell you that a sentence should be this short or
that long. They can tell you that body copy should be broken up for easier and more inviting reading. They can
give you fact after fact after fact. They are the scientists of advertising. Advertising is fundamentally
persuasion and persuasion happens to be not a science, but an art. Nemhauser 5 The s would be host to a
creative revolution in advertising. Until then, the agency structure put account managers were at the helm of a
Madison Avenue agency; bringing in the clients was priority number one. Soon, the power structure in the
agency would move from account executive to the creative department. This transition was also noticeable in
the ads that Bernbach and others began to produce. At first Bernbach refused, but after Orbach confided that
he was planning to leave Grey Advertising anyway, Bernbach decided to leave. They strictly adhered to his
no-adherence policy. Let us blaze new trails. So Koenig wrote copy to be read like a friendly conversation,
straightforward, like advice from a neighbor. And we were fortunate enough that there was a lot to say about
the VW. No one had ever taken a full page ad with a product on just a quarter of that page. It was unheard of.
With the introduction of the 35mm SLR camera in, advertisers also gained another tool in honesty. People are
willing to believe photographs to be more truthful; and it also allowed for a more ads in magazines to fit in
better with articles that included photographs. Not putting the product being advertised in the advertisement
was against the rulesâ€”it was just not something that ad agencies would do. Maidenform was a small lingerie
company established in New York during the Flapper Era of the 20s, on the premise that women no longer
wanted to wear corsets, binding and flattening their chests, but would rather have their breasts lifted and held.
Figures 8 and 9 are examples of the bleak aesthetic and chauvinist attitude that was common at the time with
many ads. Aesthetically, they are monochromatic and not especially exciting. Shopping and getting makeovers
followed such traditional female gender roles; the ads were meant to appeal to the common lady or housewife,
or even a husband buying lingerie for his ideal wife, one who spends all day in a brassiere and nothing else.
Part of the allure of these ads was that they seemed like an invitation into this new culture of feminism and
progressivism, with the pretense, however, of wearing a Maidenform Bra. According to Cracknell, He
[Gallup] found that ads based on around sex and vanity were the most popular with women, the second most
popular being those based on the quality of the product. Men also ranked those as their top two, only in
reverse order. But in the same survey, Gallup found that those approaches were the two least favored by
advertisers, who preferred ads leading on efficiency and economyâ€”which were the least favored by all
readers. This news turned heads. Ogilvy moved to Los Angeles and joined the growing organization in , and
stayed through While at the AIPO, Ogilvy conducted hundreds of surveys of Americans, learning how they
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perceived communication and entertainment, often pre-screening Hollywood films to gain insight as to their
possible box-office performance. Coming from a background in research, then, it is understandable that
Ogilvy holds a reputation as a cold, calculated agency director. Market research, not inspiration, was his guide.
And humor had little place in advertising. OBM first big break came with their Hathaway series. Baron
Wrangell, as he was named, also brought into fashion the eye-patch. His ads were extremely popular, but this
popularity seemed to follow a pattern. Ogilvy is best remembered for his classic Rolls Royce ad Figure 17 ,
published only onceâ€”in just two newspapers and two magazines, but has continued to be referenced to
through today. In legacy, Ogilvy and Bernbach are at opposing ends of the spectrum of technique, Nemhauser
12 but in reality, their underlying approaches and attitudes about influencing public opinion are quite similar.
When two pioneers in a field achieve success, it is not an indication, however, of a complete renaissance in
theory and methodology. In Figure 18, a ad for Ivory Soap created by Cox Advertising, the classic pres
illustrations are at work. Figure 20, an ad from , shows a continued reliance on the techniques of the s.
Bernbach died in at the age of 71, Ogilvy in at Named the two most influential men of the 20th century in the
advertising industry by Advertising Age magazine, their work set a precedent for a new kind of advertising. In
dollars and cents, one can see the growth of the industry even more clearly. David Ogilvy and Bill Bernbach
were a large part of this transformation, but it was their employees who believed in them and it was their
clients who trusted their methods that allowed the creative revolution to take place. In , a small book was
published by noted writer and social critic, Vance Packard, called The Hidden Persuaders. The Hidden
Persuaders was an instant bestseller and fueled a decade of national discomfort with the industry of
advertising. This may also be a cause of the creative revolution. As advertisers lost a hold on the techniques
that had worked in the decades preceding, it became clear that new forms were required. One of the most
controversial television commercials of all time Nemhauser 14 was produced in for the Democratic Lyndon
Johnson campaign. The overall tone, however, of the output of Madison Avenue in the s was one of positivity
and progression. Once the s arrived, advertising spending had nearly tripled, advertising exposure had
skyrocketed, and the American advertising industry had revolutionized its merchandise from uncreative, bored
advertisements to creative, unique and fresh endorsements of products for the modern American. Running
Press, , Buzzard, Chains of Gold: Warlaumont, Advertising in the 60s: Praeger Publishers, , Nemhauser 16
16 Ibid, Deutsch, "Dreaming of Bras for the Modern Woman. Billings represent the amount spent on getting
an advertisement to its audience, whether through paying a magazine publisher for ad space, buying
commercial time from a TV network or putting up billboards, etc. This is the method through which an agency
makes the majority of its income; acting as a middle-man between those wanting to advertise and those who
can bring the advertisements to the public. Marketing the Ratings and Rating the Markets. The Scarecrow
Press, The Real Mad Men: When Advertising Tried Harder: The Golden Age of American Advertising. The
Erotic History of Advertising. Advertising in the 60s:
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The Golden Age of Advertising has 63 ratings and 4 reviews. Misssharice said: I found this interesting. I think that the s
was such an interesting er.

Check new design of our homepage! The Golden Age of Entertainment: Let us know more about television in
the s, in this article. Entertainism Staff Last Updated: Feb 24, Did you know? There were as many as
manufacturers of television in the s. Television is the first audiovisual device that changed the way people see
entertainment. It opened the realm of recreation and mass communication. It made possible for people and
families to watch live events in the comforts of their drawing room. By s, the aftermath of World War II had
faded away. Economy was booming again and people had cash in their wallets. Prosperity was returning to
America. It was in the s, when the television started influencing the lives of the common men. According to a
survey, approximately 3. Here are some quick facts about television in the s. All of them broadcasted shows
and programs which targeted the same audience. In , the first live coast-to-coast telecast began. People were
fascinated by television and it soon became a status symbol. They would flock to bars that had television. The
first buyers of television sets were well-to-do, affluent people in large cities. Two-thirds of the television sets
in the early s were owned by people in New York and suburbs. The numbers of homes owning a television set
increased rapidly in this decade, from 0. No other household technology has spread so rapidly. Factors like
baby boom of the s, also fueled the success of television. With more moms staying at home and more kids
playing around, it seemed more feasible to install a television set for the entertainment of the whole family.
Television Brands There were as many as television manufacturers in the s and hence, people had a lot of
options to choose from. Here are a few sets from the s, to give you an idea of how it looked in its early days.
Even during the s, television tried to cater to audience of all age groups. Change In Television Entertainment
Towards the mid-fifties, live performances of reality TV shows were broadcast for the first time that created a
different form of television entertainment. These programs of reality television like Candid Camera, broke the
monotony of scripted drama. Mid-fifties was also the time when color television was introduced, but it took
another couple of years for it to become a dominant medium. It was closely followed by launching of remote
control and transistorized television sets towards Introduction of Soap Operas and Modern Entertainment The
s was also the time when many categories of programs that are popular today were introduced. Soap operas,
crime dramas, and game shows, almost all started during this decade. In fact, the concept of TV guide began at
that time to help people keep a track of their favorite programs. News Medium In , the Republican and the
Democratic conventions were broadcasted live from Philadelphia, to the rest of the country. With television
reaching every nook and corner of the country, the last vestiges of isolation were rooted out. People took more
interest in the news, as they came to know of what was happening around, in real time. This show was hosted
by veteran news presenter Edward R. It was a documentary series on public affairs that was telecast in
sequences. Television in the 50s played a great role in making people aware of their surroundings, and the
world, in general. Television Advertising Television became the much sought-after medium of telecasting
advertisements in the s. Various companies started looking at the television as the best medium to advertise,
for better sale and publicity of their products. These companies began to sponsor popular shows and programs,
as advertising there, broadened their reach, and hence their business increased. Thus, the businessmen found a
medium through which they could get a market for their products. Television was first used as a medium for
advertising the presidential campaign in the year , by Dwight Eisenhower. Later on, all future presidential
candidates started to rely on it for advertising, as a part of their strategy. Thus, we see that popularity of
television in the s was a great turning point in the American society. It brought a great change in the lifestyle
of people. It added a new element of recreation and fun for the people, and also kept them updated of the
happenings in the country and around the world. The availability of movies and movie-related shows, reality
shows, daily soaps, and of course, the news programs, made television a very popular medium of
entertainment in every household.
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The Real Mad Men: The sâ€”A Golden Age of Advertising Max Nemhauser Advanced History Seminar in Historical
Research and Writing Dr. Culclasure 10 April Nemhauser 2 Abstract This essay looks at the advertising of the s, a
decade of marketing often called the "Golden Age of Advertising.".

By the time electronic television was standardized in the late s, some more varied experimental programs,
including live sportscasts and some game shows such as the CBS Television Quiz and Truth or Consequences
, were appearing; most television service was suspended beginning in because of World War II. The
decade-long period of developing television techniques allowed broadcasting companies to be prepared when
the war ended and the ensuing post-war prosperity allowed for increased consumer adoption of television sets.
The early days of television were a time when many hour-long anthology drama series received critical
acclaim. Live, abridged versions of plays like Cyrano de Bergerac , with members of the cast of the Broadway
revival recreating their roles, were regularly shown during this period. A live, minute drama might require a
dozen sets and at least that many cameras. Major set and other changes had to occur during commercials, and
there were no "second takes. After the adoption of videotape in , many live dramas were shot "live to tape,"
still retaining a "live" television look and feel but able to both preserve the program for later broadcast and
allowing the possibility of retakes still rare since videotape editing required a razor blade and was not done
unless absolutely necessary. Commercial networks now concentrate on more popular items. This is one reason
that quality was so consistently high during this period. Shows like Gunsmoke and The Jack Benny Program
ran concurrently on both radio and TV until television reception reached beyond the major metropolitan areas
in the mids. End of the American golden age[ edit ] By the late s, as television began reaching larger portions
of rural America , their viewing habits began to be reflected in overall television ratings. Rural sitcoms [21]
and Westerns boomed, perplexing even the writers of the shows [22] and being treated as an opportunity for
callous exploitation by the network executives, who nonetheless hated the programs, [23] as did most critics.
They can sit around and talk about the great wasteland and everything else. If you want to read books, read
books. Although there were a handful of efforts to produce domestic content for the Canadian networks [31] ,
most Golden Age shows were imported from the United States until the Can-Con requirements took effect
around Nigeria[ edit ] Nigeria has the earliest television industry on the African continent and one of the
earliest in the world. This led television producers to begin the broadcast of local popular theatre productions.
The television series, which is of the same title witnessed a tremendous success, especially in South western
states, where it was reported that the show constantly left streets deserted during its broadcast on Sunday
evenings. Like in the United States, this period is notable for great many television plays broadcast on Soviet
TV. For example, in the Central Television Studio broadcast three to six plays a week. The reasons were
technical, social and economic. Staging a new production in a television studio every other day was expensive.
The shortage of mobile cameras often precluded broadcasting live performance from a theater. Theaters
became increasingly reluctant to offer their shows to TV, claiming that television draws the public away from
theaters. Some theatrical directors prohibited actors to participate in TV shows. Theaters started demanding
payment for broadcasting of their plays, and by the end of s the frequency of theatrical shows fell to one show
a week. The Thaw ended with the crackdown of the Prague spring. The Soviet government deemed
Czechoslovak mass media, which hosted political disputes and broadcast news about protesting students and
young workers, to be complicit in undermining Communist rule in Czechoslovakia. Sergey Lapin , installed as
the chairman of the State Committee for Television and Radio Broadcasting in , increased political oversight
over television and banned shows that were critical of the system. Most programs except for the evening news
were recorded beforehand and censored. The second "Golden Age" of television in Russia is associated with
perestroika and glasnost of the late s and with creation of private television companies in the s. This period is
notable for edgy talk shows and comedic productions that targeted youth, like Outlook , Till 16 and older ,
12th Floor, Before and After Midnight, Oba-na. Political and economic news, live broadcasts from state Duma
, critique of the government became standard fare of s. In s the Russian government increased its control over
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independent TV companies, and applied political and economic pressure to discourage them from criticizing
the government and its policies. The satirical show Puppets , which mocked major politicians and celebrities,
was terminated in after pressure from the Kremlin. In , TV Rain was heavily criticized for asking viewers
whether Leningrad should have been surrendered to the invading Nazi army in order to save hundreds of
thousands of lives. After that, the largest Russian TV providers stopped carrying the channel. Ultimately, left
without money from broadcasters and advertisers, TV Rain was forced to move its studio to a private
apartment. Contemporary independent TV broadcasters stick mostly to unoffensive soap operas and talk
shows, leaving the political programming to government-owned channels.
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Synopsis. Ads from the space age With the consumerist euphoria of the fifties still going strong and the race to the moon
at its height, the mood of advertising in the sixties was cheerful, optimistic, and at times, revolutionary.

Roughly a century ago, John Wanamaker to whom many attribute the quote made this claim. This has been a
longstanding reality. Sure, there have been studies, and focus groups, and surveys, and reports, and market
analyses and a whole host of other techniques implemented to try and do away with this reality. The problem
is that for every one person you talk to, no matter how well they fit one of your intended demographics, or
societal paradigms, there are tens of thousands if not millions depending on your scale whom you will never
hear from. Thus, you will never truly know just how effective every dollar is, and how your operation can be
running at optimal efficiency. A lot of people claim that the Golden Age for advertising was the 60s. I have to
disagree. I mean it literally. A recent MIT study concluded that the average American office worker produces
roughly 1. There is also corporate data, amalgamated data, and much more. And all that can be used in order
to optimize modern advertising campaigns. Essentially, it is the idea of leveraging personal and amalgamated
data in order to create branding initiatives that are geared towards the tastes and preferences of your audience.
Thus, when a campaign is launched, ad spends are entirely optimized to ensure that it resonates with the exact
audience you hoped to capture. This is an entirely new opportunity made possible by this major paradigm
shift. You start a digital ad campaign â€” whether it be an AdWords campaign, banner ad campaign or social
ad campaign â€” and set a budget for yourself. At the outset you have no idea what will work and what part of
your investment will disappear. The difference is that now this is a short-term dilemma. Modern marketing
and advertising capabilities make it possible to optimize your campaign as it is taking place. The
responsiveness to your campaign by your audience is indicative of how well it is optimized. As you make
changes before too much of your investment is lost you can begin to see increased results and get more bang
for your buck, so to speak. But now, your CPA or even your CPC means that the budget you assign to a
campaign digital will only be spent as you reach goals or acquire prospects. In traditional advertising, you are
casting out a net and hoping a few fish with disposable income are dragged in. Only then is any of your budget
being spent. There is a reason why we are seeing the slow disappearance of the CPM model â€” it is not very
attractive nor effective. Numbers are superficially a nice measurement. Conclusion Was John Wanamaker
wrong? No â€” not entirely. He had a point, and that point still holds up with traditional forms of advertising.
Even with all of the relevant information in your hands, and even after running all of the surveys and studies
on the statistically significant, randomly selected populations you can think of, there is still no way to know
what will work and what will not. With new forms of advertising, this simply is not the case. There are several
ways to go about optimizing your budgets. The following two tabs change content below.
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Golden Age of the Advertising Industry: s Advertising has been a significant and largely accepted component of
American culture ever since the introduction of consumer goods in the eighteenth century.

Advertising is one of the most powerful forces shaping our lives. From the day we are born to the day we die,
for every waking hour, we are bombarded with exhortations to buy. Of course people have always advertised
their wares and services on a personal level but it only became the giant, remorseless machine that it is now
during the 20th century. A coincidence of booming post-war prosperity and the advent of television as an
advertising medium created the perfect environment for the huge advertising companies to develop. The Birth
of Television image via: Suddenly there was a fascinating array of must-have products that people had never
realized before they needed. Whole programs were devised not for any artistic reasons but simply as a vehicle
for selling. These were ongoing, episodic works of dramatic fiction presented in serial format, originally on
radio but transferred during the s with great effect to television. The Age of Instant Gratification image via: So
people were encouraged to buy on credit. After all, if you could have that shiny new car or washing-machine
right now why wait until you actually had the money for it? Instant gratification became the accepted way of
life for Americans. Its no surprise therefore that the credit card system was introduced into America in to
allow debt to be acquired in the fastest and easiest possible way. Dream Cars image via: It was a time long
before the global dominance of foreign car-makers and bland corporate design, when you would buy a car
made in the USA and choose from a huge range of genuinely different models. American cars of the s dripped
with chrome and had swooping tail-fins. They were extravagent, futuristic, and glowed in the bright pastels
and primary colors of an optimistic age. Land of Milk and Honey image via: It was the land of plenty and
nothing was more plentiful than the food. A still war-damaged Europe could only look enviously at the
magazine advertisements it saw of plates piled high for smiling , milk-fed Americans with perfect white teeth.
Of course in reality poverty and hunger was rife in large parts of urban and rural America but you would never
have guessed it from the food adverts. Shiny New Gadgets image via: There was no end to the shiny new
gadgets you needed if you were to keep up with the Joneses. Faced with this, people felt that they had to work
ever harder so they could afford the labor-saving devices that would free up their time so they could work
even harder to buy more labor saying devices. The virtuous circle of consumerism was perfected in the s and
has continued to grow in strength ever since. Staying Healthy image via: Fortunately the ad-men were right
there to tell you about the health-giving benefits of smoking and how a little Pepto-Bismol could cure the
indigestion caused by stuffing yourself with that over-abundance of food from your super-sized new
refrigerator. Dress an actor up in a white lab coat and hang a stethoscope around his neck and even the most
bizarre claims became credible. Clothes Maketh the Man image via: As with so much else the ad-men were
selling a dream, that all it would take is a new Arrow sport-shirt or a new Dacron suit and you would get that
promotion, you would be popular, you would be a hit with the ladies. Cute Kids image via: Generally
speaking the pitch was to guilt-trip the parent and imply.. Personally, I find that a lot of the kids used in s ads
look positively demonic. Selling Family Values image via: Old ads often provide unwitting social
commentary. In the case of this ad for shirts you can see that the basic premise is the nuclear family. Dad,
Mom and the two kids all live happily together in the suburbs. Dad goes out to work and Mom stays at home
to look after the children. It was a different world then and the ads reflect that very clearly. Let the Good
Times Roll image via: Everything was bright and colorful and exciting and, however young or old, you were
entitled to have a good time. In some ways the picture the ads painted of mid-century America was accurate in
capturing the spirit of optimism and aspiration. In other ways, of course, this picture was a gross
misrepresentation and ignored the darker side of s America, the poverty, apartheid, rigid conformity,
intolerance, corruption, and the vile McCarthy communist witch-hunts.
7: 10 Classic Images from the Golden Age of Advertising | Urbanist
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"Advertising for the Space Age" Zoom back in time to the s! See original print ads for cars, travel, technology, food,
liquor, cigarettes, movies, appliances, furniture, defense, transportation, you name it - all digitally mastered to look as
bright and colorful as they did on the day they first hit the newsstands.".

8: The Golden Age of Advertising : The 60s (, Hardcover) | eBay
The Golden Age of Advertising, Doyle Dane Bernbach.

9: There Was No Golden Age of Advertising | Ken Wheaton - Ad Age
The golden age of advertising The admen (and most of them were men) of the Sixties, Seventies and Eighties created
some of the most unforgettable images of modern times. Peter York celebrates the.
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